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Making Friends
I

A M resolved that of each person with
whom my daily life brings me in contact I will endeavor to make a friend."
Attribute this philosophy to whomever one
may, it will not be found unworthy. Plato,
Roosevelt, or plain Henry Jenkins from the
innermost recesses of the backwoods, may
have said it and lived it with equal satisfaction.
Plato may have regarded friendship as
an instrument for increasing his influence
in furthering human improvement. Roosevelt may have sought wide friendship as a
means to enlarged political or other power.
Jenkins may aspire to friendship because
he is naturally sociable and loves his
fellowmen.
Now Jenkins may typify the present-day
practising public accountant. This suggestion, however, is much too naive.
Modern society is too sagacious to be thus
led astray. It seeks constantly for motives.
Even a hinted discussion of friendship in
relation to accountancy is a signal to the

mental mechanism to begin on a search for
the motive. The process is a short one—
cultivation of friendship; ergo, increased
practice. The conclusion is obvious, alike
to the cynical and the credulous.
But there is friendship and friendship.
One kind of friend lends money on request;
another listens patiently to a recital of
personal woes and troubles. Business
friendship is more likely to be based on
regard and admiration for punctilious
attention to business matters, scholarly
thought concerning, and treatment of,
business problems and high moral conceptions of business responsibilities.
The making of friends is an important
factor in the success of a public accountant.
A pleasant smile, a hearty and genuine
hand-shake, courtesy, and consideration
for others, generate and continue good-will.
And good-will, in legal verbiage, is "of the
essence." But good-will in accountancy is
founded on something more than affability,
namely, the rock of professional accom-
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plishment. Personal friendships of years'
standing have been swept away by a few
hours of unsatisfactory work.
In this month of resolutions, every public
accountant may well resolve, "I will strive
constantly to make a friend of every person
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with whom I come in contact, but if out of
friendships so established shall come opportunity for professional service, I pledge my
'life,' 'fortune,' and 'sacred honor' that
I will leave nothing undone to accord
complete satisfaction."

